Recently, Cohen has proposed a method for constructing joint distribut,ions of arbitrary physical quantities, in direct generalization of joint. time-frequency representations. In this paper, we investigate the covariance properties of this procedure and caution that in( its present form it cannot generate all possible distributions. Using group theory, we extend Cohen's construction to a more general form that can be customized to satisfy specific marginal and covariance requirements.
I N T R O D U C T I O N
Joint distributions of arbitrary variables extend the notion of time-frequency analysis to quantities such as scale, Mellin, chirp rate, and inverse frequency. Two complementary approaches to constructing distributions have been developed. Covariance-based methods [l-41 concentrate on certain canonical signal transformations that leave the form of the distribution unchanged, while marginal-based methods [5, 6] aim for the properity that integrating out one variable leaves the valid density alf the other. Both approaches have their merits, but also their limitations. Covariance approaches rely on a group structure that may not be present in general, while the generality of marginal methods makes characterizing the resulting distributions difficult. In particular, the difficulties introduced in dealing with the noncommuting operators that represent most physical quantities has lead to a simplified marginal methLod, the kernel method of Cohen and ScullyCohen [5, 6] , that if not used carefully can limit the range of possible joint clistributions.
The case of time ls(d)l ' and inverse frequency 1r-l S ( T -~)~' distributions illustrates the essence of our discussion. The kernel method yields a class of distributions [6, p. 2391 parameterized by a kernel function that is assumed to contain a!l distributions having time and inverse frequency marginals. (Here A , is the narrow-band ambiguity function of 3.) However, this class does not contain all of them, one notable outcast being [l] , [6, p. 2401 ( P s ) ( t , r ) =
S S * ( X ( u ) / r )
S(X(-u)/r) eJ2aut/rjL2(u) du, with X(u) = and p'(u) = X(u)X(-U).
In contrast to the time and frequency shift covariance forced on distributions of the form Z s , Ps is covatriant to time shifts and scale changes. This paper aims to understand the connections between margin -7. and covariance in the context of this powerful method for generating joint distribution classes.
ENERGY DENSITIES
An energy density measures the content of a physical quantity (time, frequency, scale, for example) in a signal s.'
2.1.
H e r m i t i a n Representations. From quantum mechanics we appropriate the associatian of physical quantities with Her- directly to the physical quantity a. (In fact, it corresponds to some "orthogonal" concept [7] .) To find the unitary operator representing the variable a , we solve the operator equation FAA,, = T : I F~, with (~:s)(z) = s(z -k) the additive translation operator [8] . The density FA is covariant to A, and thus a , A , and A are equivalent representations of the same physical concept. Covariances other than additive can be handled by group methods [SI; covariance via multiplicative translation is defined using (T:s)(z) = 3 ( z / k ) / & in the above. We will use script letters to denote unitary operators. Continuing the examples from above, we have for unitary representations: Like a true density, this functional marginalizes to the individual densities of a and 6 ; that is, integration over b yields
J o i n t D e n s i t i e s V i a C h a r a c t e r i s t i c F u n c t i o n s
J with a similar result for integration over a.
Joint distributions are not unique. Since in general A and B do not commute ( A B # BA), the exponeha1 eJ2n(aA+BB) in (1) can be evaluated in many ways, giving different distributions satisfying the same marginals. T h e t~hree simplest correspondence rules are [5, 6] : the symmetric Weyl correspondence e 3 2 r ( a A t B B ) , where the sum A+B is exponentiatcd ensemble, the distributed correspondence e 3 2 " 3 A eJZspB ej21rqA , where and the similar simpler correspondence e J Z n a A e32"pB . Despite the ordering differences, every correspondence rule yields a distribution marginalizing to IFAS/' and l F~s 1~.
Since keeping track of all possible correspondence rules is an arduous task, Cohen fixes a single correspondence and then inserts a fixed kernel function3 @(alp) in (1) 
A and E are e x p o n e n t i a t e d s e p a r a t c l y and t h e n c o m p o s e d ,
We consider only signal-independent kernels in this paper. 
Extended Covariance
T h e a-indicating transform FA can be covariant t o multiple operators in addition to A. For instance, we might have FAA:, = TZFA with A' # A and T G a unitary group translation different from addition. Thus, in addition to A content, FA also measures A' content, in a subtlely different way. In certain applications, this extended covariance of the transform FA can be more important than A covariance.
Time and frequency provide an excellent example of this behavior, since both the signal 3 ( t ) and its Fourier transform s(f) are covariant t o scale changes z ) d by multiplicative translation. Thus, s ( t ) and S ( f ) can each be interpreted as in some sense measuring the "scale content" of the signal in the time and frequency domains [9] . 4 T h e scale covariance of the power and inverse frequency transform F p proves far more useful than its complicated additive covariance to X:.
COVARIANCE OF DISTRIBUTIONS
In many applications, the covariance of a distribution rivals the marginals in importance. A joint distribution Cs i s co- teristic function method also control the covariance properties, through the unitary operator G(a, P ) = eJ2r (uA+PB) that anchors the characteristic function in (1) [3,8] . Covariance depends almost entirely on whether this operator is a representation1 of some 2-d group [lo] ; that is, on whether G(ai, PI) B(a2, P 2 ) = G[(ai,Bi)*c(a2, Pz)] with group law * g .
Equivalently, covariance demands that the sum A + B generate a 2-d group ~epresentation.~ E x a m p l e s . The CBH expansions (see footnote 5 below) of the pairs T+ F , log T + H , and log F+H' all terminate after three distinct terms, with the third a simple phase factor. T h e group action, ( Q~, P I ) * ( Q Z , P Z ) = ( a 1 + a z 1 P 1 + P 2 ) neglecting the phase, is that of the Weyl-Heisenberg group. T h e pairs T + H and F S H ' each generate the "az+b" affine group, with action (a,, e o " ) 0 ( 0 2 , e p z ) = (a1 + e P 1 a z , eP1 e a 2 ) . T h e CBH expansion of the pair T + F 2 terminates after three distinct terms in T , l", and F . Thus, while these three operators generate a 3-d group, T + F 2 does not generate a 2-d group on its own. Similarly, the expansion of T+R comprises terms iii T , R , F-2, and F-3. The expansion of l o g T + F becomes a complicated mess after three terms.
COVARIANCE VS. M A R G I N A L S
We are now ini a position to classify the covariance properties of the characlteristic function method. Our discussion partitions naturally into three cases, depending on what type of group structuie the operator representations A and B can support. In addition to providing new insight into Scully and Cohen's construction, our analysis indicates its limitations and suggests modifications and extensions.
Best Case: A + B Generates a 2-d Group
In this, the best of all worlds, the characteristic function method coincides with the group-based approach of Shenoy and Parks [3] and succeeds both on the marginal and covari- group representation in general,6 which has some interesting ramifications for operator pairs not unitarily equivalent to T and F [7] . T h e group structure of B elicits an extension of the characteristic function method that will generate not only all distributions with correct marginals but also all distributions covariant to the signal transformation s H Bs:
Step 1.
T h e symmetrical Weyl correspondence rule eJ2*(aAtPB) yields a unitary distribution [3] . (Note that some correspondenc'es yield nonunitary distributions, so this choice is nonarbitrarjr.) To evaluate eJ2*(uA+pe) in terms of eJ2ruA 5A useful test of whether A+B generates a group entails expanding G( 01, P;I using the Campbell-Baker-Hausdorff (CBH) Theorem [lo] , which states that If this expansion terminates after N distinct terms, then A+B genand eJ2rrBB, either employ the group symmetrization procedure of Kirillov [ 3 ] , solve an eigenequation [6], or use the C R r I Theorem. Because of the strong parallel to the time-frqiipr p ; case, we will call this special distribution the a-b Wrgner drs-
trzbutzon ( W s ) ( a , b ) .
Step 2. To generate a class of distributions covariant to 9. A l t e r n a t i v e Step 2. In many cases, the group convolutions of Step 2 can be rewritten using the 2-d Fourier transform in terms of a kernel @(a,,& a , b ) weighting the characteristic function in (l) .' In this case, the functional form of @ ( a , p; a, b ) can be determined directly by imposing the requisite covariance constraints on this generalized version of (1).
Analogous t o the spectrogram in the time-frequency case, this class of distributions contains the squared magnitude of a linear "group transform" ( L a ) ( u , w) = (s I G ( u , U ) I g) that corresponds to (Cis)(u, U ) from above with 4 2 = W g . Examples. Time and Frequency: T + F generates the WeylHeisenberg group, the usual Wigner distribution, and the classical Cohen's class of time and frequency covariant distributions. In this case, the two smoothing methods coincide, with 7 and F serving simultaneously as invariant and covariant transformations for the marginals. This follows because time and frequency are in a sense orthogonal concepts [7] . Kernels of the form @(a, p) can reach all distributions in this class. Examples. Since the pair T + F2 generates a nongroup s u b set of a three-parameter group requiring F , we cannot expect covariance from time and chirp distributions without also including frequency shift as a (third) variable. T h e pair log T+F likewise does not appear t o support any useful covariances.
4.3.
In some cases, we can rescue variables that do not generate (2) is physically reasonable in that it acts as an invariance, covariance or extended covariance operator for the marginal distributions. In this case, given a unitary distribution having both the marginals and this alternative covariance, smoothing via the group convolution induced by X,Y, will generate a useful class of distributions. Each such class will contain all distributions covariant to X,Y, as well as some of the distributions having a, b marginals. Different operator pairs will generate different, potentially nonoverlapping, distribution classes. A procedure for generating a covariance-based subclass of distri-
L~I~~u I L~
runs as follows:
Step 1. Construct an a-b Wigner distribution using the Weyl or symmetrical correspondence. T h e eigenanalysis method of Cohen [6] can be applied to reduce the characteristic function operator B into manageable components. The resulting distribution is unitary and has correct marginals.
Step 2. In certain cases, the smoothing operation can be implemented in the characteristic function domain by inserting a kernel @ (cr,/?;a,b) in (1).
The resulting class contains distributions covariant to X Y , some of which will have the correct FA and FB marginals. Examples. Tzme and Inverse Frequency illustrate the tradeoff of marginals for covariance. Since the operator pair T+R does not generate a 2-d group, the covariance of t-r distributions rests on shaky ground. However, in addition to representing the affine group, the time-scale operator ?;Dd performs a natural transformation in ( t , . ) coordinates, with FT covariant to T and 2, and FR invariant to 7 and covariant to D. Smoothing over the affine group induces the affine class [ l , 21 centered about the distribution P s from the I n t r e duction. This class also contains the popular scalogram [2], the squared magnitude of the continuous wavelet transform
T h e time-frequency operator Z3f performs similar duties for the operator pair T+R.
Smoothing over the Weyl-Heisenberg group induces the reparameterized Cohen's class 2s from the Introduction.
Included in this class is the remapped spectrogram (L's) (t,.) = I~s ( z ) g* (z -t ) e-J2*fo/' dz 1 ' .
CONCLUSIONS
By ranging through every possible correspondence rule representing G(a, p) = eJ'ff(aAtpB) in (l), the characteristic func- does not appear foolproof. T h e approach of imposing order on the chaos of correspondences through alternative "pseudocovariances" appears promising, because it has generated the affine class, an important representation class that has remained outside the marginal-based theory until this time.'
